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Abstract
Many signal processing applications require digital filters with variable frequency characteristics, especially the filters 
with variable bandwidth and center frequency. Due to their linear phase and inherent stability, finite impulse response 
(FIR) filters are the popular choice in the majority of the applications. Once a variable cutoff frequency (VCF) FIR lowpass 
filter is designed, variable bandwidth and center frequency filters with bandpass/highpass/bandstop response and 
reconfigurable filter banks can be realized from the same. In this paper, we present a comprehensive review of the exist-
ing variable cutoff frequency FIR filter design techniques, including the developments in the recent two decades. We 
provide the basic concepts, design, and architectural details for each of these techniques and the significant develop-
ments/incremental works thereof. Qualitative, as well as quantitative comparisons, are provided to assist the reader in 
choosing the most suitable VCF filter design technique for a particular application.
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1 Introduction

Compared to analog filters, digital filters have the advan-
tage of higher accuracy, exact linear-phase (if desired), 
time-invariant performance (analog filter performance 
changes due to component drift), relatively smaller silicon 
area, etc. These advantages, coupled with the advent of 
VLSI technology, have resulted in the ubiquitous presence 
of digital filters in almost all the signal processing appli-
cations. There are still few exceptions such as wideband 
filtering in radio frequency range, which is not feasible 
due to the bottleneck at the speed of analog-to-digital 
converters. Digital filters with variable frequency response 
characteristics are required for numerous critical applica-
tions in the fields of digital communications, audio signal 
processing, biomedical signal processing, etc. [1, 2]. In 
digital communications domain, these filters can be used 
for spectrum analysis, spectrum shaping, channelization, 
and receiver synchronization. For example, a digital filter 

having tunable passband and transition bandwidths is 
used for channel extraction in a multi-standard wireless 
communication receiver, as it needs to be interoperable 
with many communication standards having distinct 
bandwidth specifications. Alternatively, a digital modem 
uses a digital filter to implement variable fractional delays. 
In next-generation wireless networks such as 5G, tunable 
sub-carrier bandwidth, and low out-of-band emission 
can only be met via additional filtering (Filtered-OFDM) 
which in turn demand low complexity variable filters. In 
general, a digital filter whose frequency response can be 
changed on-the-fly is called a variable digital filter. Even 
though such a definition means that all the parameters 
related to the frequency response should be variable, in 
practice, majority of the applications demand only a low-
pass filter with variable cutoff frequency ( fc ), satisfying the 
desired minimum specifications of transition bandwidth 
( tbw ), passband ripple ( �p ) and stopband attenuation ( �s ). 
Therefore, the VCF (variable cutoff frequency) filter design 
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task can be simplified further, by specifying the maximum 
limit on tbw , �p , and �s , and thus, varying only one param-
eter fc related to the frequency response. These parameters 
related to the design of a VCF filter are illustrated in Fig. 1.

Many signal processing applications require digital fil-
ters with variable frequency characteristics, especially the 
filters with variable bandwidth and center frequency. Due 
to their linear phase and inherent stability, finite impulse 
response (FIR) filters are the popular choice in the majority 
of the applications. Once a variable cutoff frequency (VCF) 
FIR lowpass filter is designed, variable bandwidth and 
center frequency filters with bandpass/highpass/bandstop 
response and reconfigurable filter banks can be realized 
from the same. In this paper, we present a comprehensive 
review of the existing VCF FIR filter design techniques, 
including the developments in the recent two decades. 
We provide the basic concepts, design, and architectural 
details for each of these techniques and the significant 
developments/incremental works thereof. Qualitative, as 
well as quantitative comparisons, are provided to assist 
the reader in choosing the most suitable VCF filter design 
technique for a particular application.

Depending on the application requirements, a VCF filter 
can be an infinite impulse response (IIR) filter (a recursive 
filter) or a finite impulse response (FIR) filter (a non-recur-
sive filter) [3]. For instance, for energy-detection based 
spectrum sensing in cognitive radio, only the magnitude 
of a particular frequency component is of interest, and 
therefore, IIR filter provides a computationally/ efficient 
alternative to an FIR filter. Whereas for the channelization 
task (extraction of the individual frequency band from the 
wideband signal), a linear-phase response is required, and 
therefore, an FIR filter is used. Besides the linear phase, FIR 
filters are inherently stable as opposed to IIR filters. They 
provide a constant group delay for all the frequencies and 
have better performance with fixed-point implementation 
when compared to IIR filters. These advantages make them 
a popular choice in many applications. Previous work on 

the review of VCF FIR and IIR filters can be found in [2]. On 
the contrary to the conclusion of this review in [2], due 
to opening up of new research avenues (e.g., cognitive 
radios, new waveforms for 5G communications), a signifi-
cant number of new noteworthy publications have been 
witnessed in the field of design and implementation of 
variable filters.

The design and realization of the intelligent radios 
(software defined radio, cognitive radio, 5G new radio) 
have been a hot topic of research in the last two decades. 
Reconfigurable digital front-end in the intelligent radio 
requires an area-efficient reconfigurable linear-phase fil-
ter to perform transmission, channelization and spectrum 
characterization [4]. Consequently, a lot of novel design 
approaches have been proposed for the design of area-
efficient, low complexity VCF FIR filters. In this paper, we 
present a comprehensive review of all the VCF FIR filter 
design techniques, including these recent developments. 
We present their hardware implementation architectures 
and qualitative comparison in terms of advantages and 
limitations in a broader sense. This paper is intended to 
serve as a tool to initiate the reader into the field of VCF 
one-dimensional FIR filter design techniques, finer details 
of which can then be referred to from related literature. 
Many of these techniques can be easily adapted for 
designing one-dimensional and two-dimensional recon-
figurable filter banks and VCF IIR filters, after appropriate 
modifications (and considerations to maintain the stability 
in case of IIR filters). Interested readers are advised to refer 
to individual papers for detailed information.

The frequency response of a digital filter depends on its 
impulse response, and therefore, by modifying the impulse 
response of a filter structure, a VCF filter is obtained. To 
understand various VCF filter design techniques, let us first 
consider the FIR filter architecture. For symmetric coef-
ficient FIR filters, only about half of the total number of 
coefficients need to be implemented. Fig. 2 shows a trans-
posed direct-form structure for implementing an FIR filter 
of even order N, with coefficients denoted by h0, h1 … hN∕2 . 
The frequency response, H(z), of the symmetric FIR filter, 
is given by,

Compared to the direct-form structure, the transposed 
direct-form structure is widely used to implement FIR fil-
ters in hardware, as it can achieve higher operating fre-
quency due to inherent pipelining.

Furthermore, multiplication operation with filter coef-
ficients can be efficiently realized via multiple constant 
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Fig. 1  Magnitude response characteristics of lowpass filter and 
design parameters
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multiplication (MCM) scheme leading to area-delay effi-
cient realization of large order FIR filters [5] and the num-
ber of adders can also be optimized further [6]. In Fig. 2, 
the coefficients are fixed-valued, and the second multi-
plicand (i.e., input sample) is variable. (Fixed-coefficient 
multipliers are represented by triangles in this paper.) Each 
block with z−1 provides a unit delay. This filter structure 
outputs a fixed impulse response, corresponding to a fixed 
frequency response (i.e., one particular cutoff frequency). 
Building blocks of this filter structure (such as a coefficient 
multiplier, delay, etc.) can be made variable or substituted 
by some other variable structure, to obtain a variable 
impulse response. Depending on whether the coefficients 
h0, h1 … etc are variable or not, the VCF filters can be classi-
fied as variable-coefficient VCF filters and fixed-coefficient 
VCF filters.

This paper presents an exhaustive survey of the VCF FIR 
filter design techniques. The rest of the paper is organized 
as follows. Section 2 presents the various applications of 
the VCF filters. Variable-coefficient VCF filters are described 
in Sect. 3, followed by a detailed discussion of fixed-coef-
ficient VCF filters in Sect. 4. Design concepts, hardware 
implementation architectures, and qualitative as well as 
illustrative quantitative comparisons, are provided for 
the different VCF filter design techniques. General design 
procedure for VCF filters is discussed in Sect. 5. We have 
limited the number of mathematical expressions as the 
purpose of this review is to be an introductory article, and 
the interested readers are encouraged to look up the spe-
cific references for the same. Please refer to Table 1 for the 
list of abbreviations used in the paper.

2  Applications of reconfigurable digital 
filters

VCF filters are often used in digital communications, 
audio signal processing, biomedical signal processing, 
radar, sonar and control systems, adaptive and tracking 
systems, spectrum characterization, speech synthesizers, 
etc. In this section, we discuss some of these applications 
in more detail.

Compared to 4G, 5G offers multiple sub-carrier spac-
ings ranging from 15 KHz to 240 KHz, which in turn results 
in variable transmission bandwidths ranging from 5MHz 
to 400 MHz. Though orthogonal frequency division multi-
plexing (OFDM) is conventional in 4G and 5G. 5G expects 
additional windowing and filtering to improve the per-
formance and hence, low complexity reconfigurable VCF 
filters are being explored as shown in Fig. 3.

In [7], a new reconfigurable filtered OFDM (Ref-OFDM) 
protocol is proposed as an alternative to OFDM based 
L-band digital aeronautical communication system 
(LDACS), for an inlay deployment between two adjacent 
distance measuring equipment (DME) channels. The 
LDACS system is used for air to ground communication, 
where there is a need to dynamically adapt the transmis-
sion bandwidths on the fly to serve the ever-increasing 
demand of spectrum as shown in Fig. 4. The bandwidth 
reconfigurable filters can significantly improve the overall 
performance of LDACS-DME coexistence system.

The applications of reconfigurable VCF filters and filter 
banks for joint non-uniform channelization and spec-
trum characterization have been discussed widely in [4, 
8–21]. To extract the desired frequency bands of interests 
from the wideband input signal a reconfigurable DFE is 
designed as shown in Fig. 5 using VCF, fractional sample-
rate-converters (SRC) and digital-down-converters (DDC). 
In these works, VCF filters with discrete and continu-
ous control over bandwidth and center frequencies are 
designed. These architectures are also optimized to meet 
the desired area, power and latency constraints via pipelin-
ing, serial-parallel design approaches. For multi-band 
channelization and spectrum characterization, reconfig-
urable and non-uniform filter banks with complete and 
discrete control over bandwidth as well as the location 
of each subband are designed using the VCF filters. Par-
tial reconfiguration approach has also been explored to 
improve the area and power efficiency on platforms such 
as FPGA.

In various telecommunication standards, multimode 
communication is required to support different band-
widths. Multimode trans-multiplexers (TMUXs) are intro-
duced in [22] which allows different users to share a com-
mon channel. This requires interpolators/decimators with 

Fig. 2  Symmetric FIR filter 
implemented in transposed 
direct form structure
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variable bandwidths and center frequencies. In [22] an 
alternative method is presented to design approximately 
Nyquist filters. In these filters, the polyphase components 
of general lowpass integer interpolation/decimation filters 
are realized using the Farrow structure. These TMUXs uses 
fixed filters, and variable multipliers to support variable 

sample rate conversion ratios. Such TMUX does not need 
online filter design but comes at the expense of a more 
complicated filter design problem, but it suffices to solve 
it only once and offline.

Various reconfigurable digital filters and filter banks 
are proposed for hearing aids application in [23–26]. A 

Table 1  List of abbreviations Acronym/abbreviations Definition

AFB Adaptive filter bank
APT All-pass transformation
BCI Brain computer interface
CDM Coefficient decimation method
CSP Common spatial pattern
CVDD Continuously variable digital delay
CVFD Continuously variable fractional delay
DDC Digital down conversion
DFE Digital front end
DFT Discrete fourier transform
DIm Decimation interpolation-masking
DME Distance measuring equipment
EEG Electroencephalogram
FBCSP Filterbank common spatial pattern
FDS Fractional delay structures
FIR Finite impulse response
F-OFDM Filtered orthogonal frequency division multiplexing
FPGA Field programmable gate arrays
FRM Frequency response masking
HB Half band
ICDM Improved coefficient decimation method
IDIM Improved decimation interpolation-masking
IFDS Interpolated fractional delay structures
IIR Infnite ImIupsle Response
ISFT Interpolated second order frequency transformation
ISPA Interpolated spectral parameter approximation
LDACS L-band digital aeronautical communication system
MCDM Modified coefficient decimation method
MCM Multiple constant multiplication
MSFT Modified second-order frequency transformation
OFDM Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing
PCM Pulse code modulation
RDF Reconfigurable directional filter
SAW Surface acoustic wave
SPA Spectral parameter approximation
SPA-TDFs digital filters Spectral parameter approximation based tunable
SRC Sample rate conversion
TMUXs Multimode trans-multiplexers
VCF Variable cutoff frequency
VDF Variable digital filter
VFB Variable filter bank
WLS Weighted least-squares
ZSoC Zynq system on chip
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flexible and computationally efficient reconfigurable FIR 
filter bank based on frequency response masking and 
coefficient decimation is proposed in [23]. The reconfigur-
able filter bank is realized by multiband-generation block 
and a subband-selection block. Multiband-generation 
block generates the magnitude responses having multi-
ple passbands, and the subband-selection block extracts 
the desired subbands. Authors in [24] designed a digital 
spectral transformation based variable filter bank (VFB) for 
low power digital hearing aids followed by the optimiza-
tion of VFB parameters to fit in the audiogram. To achieve 
high accuracy audiogram, multiple subband filters will 

be required, and this leads to very high power and com-
plexity. For low power and less complex hearing aids, the 
proposed filter bank is designed in such a way that the 
edge frequencies and gains are tuneable, thus making its 
bandwidth reconfigurable. Digital filters are also used to 
tune the amplitude selectively according to a person’s pat-
tern of hearing loss. To make the hardware less bulky and 
complicated, a Farrow structure based variable bandwidth 
reconfigurable filter is proposed in [25, 26]. The tunabil-
ity of the filter lowers the power dissipation and prevents 
heating of the aid, which can cause a problem inside the 
patient’s ear.

Low complexity FIR reconfigurable filters are used 
to extract subject-specific information from electroen-
cephalogram (EEG) based brain-computer interface (BCI) 
are presented in [27–30]. An adaptive filter bank (AFB) is 
designed to determine the subject-specific predominant 
frequency bands for the EEG based BCI in [27]. The recon-
figurable filter is designed using the CDM method to real-
ize the subject-specific bandpass filters depending on the 
information of the Fisher ratio map. A new machine learn-
ing approach called ‘filterbank common spatial pattern 
(FBCSP)’ algorithm is proposed in [28], which automati-
cally selects key temporal-spatial discriminative EEG char-
acteristics. FBCSP employs a feature selection algorithm 
to select discriminative common spatial pattern features 
from a bank of multiple bandpass filters and spatial fil-
ters, and a classification algorithm to classify the selected 
features. These filter designs do not consider many brain 
activities defined with different spatial patterns and fre-
quency bands. An extension of CSP is proposed in [29, 30], 
to design the plural filter and spatial patterns by optimiz-
ing an objective function.

A continuously variable digital delay (CVDD) Element 
is designed in [31] and given as G(�, �) =

∑
n Cn(�).e

jn�T  , 

Fig. 3  Block level architecture 
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where the tap coefficients of nth order FIR filter Cn(�) are 
a function of the desired delay � . The delay between the 
receiver input and echo canceller output is compensated 
using a digital interpolator VDF filter. The CVDD can be 
used as a computational element in various DSP applica-
tions such as echo canceller modems, pulse code modula-
tion (PCM)-PCM interface, PCM-Analog Modem interface 
and general computations to generate functions such as 
derivatives of the sampled signal. The VCF filter networks 
are also used in applications like designing surface acous-
tic wave (SAW) filters [32], satellite communication [33] 
for in-orbit reconfigurable filtering to maintain the con-
ventional payload architecture, audio processing such 
as loudspeaker equalization, linear prediction, spectrally 
modifying an audio signal, echo cancellation, detection of 
band-pass signals in broadband signals [23, 24, 34], and 
so on.

3  Variable‑coefficient VCF filters

The simplest method to obtain a variable FIR filter is to 
change all its coefficients as per the desired frequency 
response (i.e., in this case, the various cutoff frequencies). 
All the corresponding filter coefficient sets are calculated 

in advance and are stored in a memory. For such a mem-
ory-based variable-coefficient (or re-loadable or pro-
grammable) filter [35–40], shown in Fig. 6, appropriate 
coefficients are loaded onto the filter structure as per the 
desired cutoff frequency. When compared with Fig. 2, the 
coefficient multipliers here are variable multipliers (i.e., 
both the multiplicands are variable), and are represented 
by rectangles with ‘ ×’.

Another approach to designing a variable-coefficient 
VCF filter is to calculate desired filter coefficients on-the-
fly. A method in [41, 42] makes use of the well-known fact 
that, filter coefficients of an FIR filter can be expressed as 
linear (for center coefficient) and sinusoidal functions (for 
other coefficients) of its cutoff frequency. Based on these 
relations, first the coefficients of a prototype lowpass filter 
are calculated (using any standard method such as Remez 
exchange algorithm or the Parks-McClellan algorithm 
[43]), and from these, the coefficients for other cutoff fre-
quencies are approximated. Sine function values can be 
calculated using a lookup table, series expansion, or a digi-
tal sine-wave generator. This method is similar to the spec-
tral parameter approximation (SPA) technique [44–57], 
the main difference being the manner (online for [41, 42] 
and offline for SPA) in which the approximation is carried 
out. Also, as opposed to the SPA technique, it lacks a clear 

Fig. 5  Channelization and 
spectrum sensing in the DFE of 
multi-standard wireless com-
munication receiver
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and strong background and results in less accurate VCF 
filter responses. We have discussed SPA based VCF later in 
Sect. 4.2.4. Quadratic programming based method in [58] 
is a precursor of the SPA technique. In this case, an optimi-
zation procedure is performed offline. However, new coef-
ficients corresponding to desired cutoff frequency need to 
be calculated on-the-fly using computationally intensive 
matrix multiplications. In [59], first a two-dimensional pro-
totype filter is designed, and its coefficients are stored in 
memory. From these stored coefficients, filter coefficients 
for a 1-D filter are calculated on-the-fly for desired cutoff 
frequency. This procedure results in more accurate fre-
quency response than [41, 42] but has significantly higher 
computational cost for on-the-fly filter coefficient calcu-
lations. Due to on-the-fly calculation of filter coefficients, 
these methods may not be suitable for time-critical delay 
sensitive applications demanding frequent changes in the 
cutoff frequency.

Variable-coefficient filters are optimal in a sense that 
the filter order for the particular frequency response 
specification is minimum. The memory size required for a 
memory-based variable-coefficient filter is dependent on 
the filter order and the number of frequency responses 
to be obtained. Therefore, when the filter specifications 
are stringent, i.e., the filter order is relatively high, and the 
number of desired frequency responses is very large, the 
memory requirement for such a variable-coefficient filter 
is huge. In general, the complexity and time required for 
updating routines (i.e., reconfiguration time) increases 
with the increase in the filter order, due to a large number 
of memory access operations and on-the-fly calculation of 
filter coefficients for [41, 42, 59]. Thus, variable-coefficient 
filters are appropriate for realizing only lower order filters. 
Also, a memory-based variable-coefficient filter is not 
field-upgradable in the sense that it can cater to only those 
frequency responses for which the filter coefficients are 
already stored in the memory. All these limitations make 
the variable-coefficient filters unsuitable for the applica-
tions where the stringent specifications of the desired 
responses change dynamically and frequently. However, 
the significant advantage of memory-based variable-
coefficient filters is that they can be used for obtaining a 
(pre-calculated) limited number of frequency responses 
which are arbitrary and have no relation whatsoever. As 
opposed to this, for applications such as 5G or its exten-
sions, when the desired variable frequency responses have 
some similarities or are related to each other (e.g., when 
desired cutoff frequencies are multiples of one particular 
cutoff frequency) VCF filters are used. Generally, fixed-
coefficient VCF filters [13–18, 44–57, 60–76], provide area-
efficient alternatives—also, non-uniform channelization 
and spectrum characterization demand fixed-coefficient 
VCF filters.

4  Fixed‑coefficient VCF filters

Different types of fixed-coefficient VCF filters are discussed 
in detail in this section. Based on the degree of control 
over the cutoff frequency they offer, the VCF filters are 
mainly divided into two categories : (1) VCF filters with 
discrete control over the cutoff frequency (variable-coef-
ficient filters [35–42, 59, 76], coefficient decimation based 
filters [13, 18, 60, 62], frequency response masking based 
filters [17, 63–66]) and (2) VCF filters with continuous con-
trol over the cutoff frequency (all-pass transformation 
based filters [68, 77], fractional delay structure based filters 
[69, 70], frequency transformation based filters [16, 71–74], 
SPA based filters [14, 15, 44–57, 75]) and arbitrary interpo-
lator based VCF [19–21]. Here discrete control means only 
a limited number of cutoff frequencies can be obtained 
using that particular technique. For e.g., if a prototype filter 
with cutoff frequency 0.12 is used along with the coeffi-
cient decimation II technique (explained in Section 3.1.1), 
maximum of 8 cutoff frequencies, i.e., 0.12, 0.24, 0.36, 0.4
8, 0.60, 0.72, 0.84, 0.96 can be obtained. Note that all the 
frequency edges mentioned in this paper are normalized 
frequencies with respect to sampling frequency.

Continuous (unabridged) control refers to the ability of 
the technique to have very fine cutoff frequency resolution 
of the order of 0.001 or higher, which is usually restricted 
only by the allotted number of bits for the controlling 
parameter in the corresponding fixed-point implementa-
tions. Variable-coefficient filters, discussed in Section 3, 
can be designed for such high resolutions, but they require 
prohibitively large memory to store all the coefficient sets.

In general, the transition bandwidth of the VCF filter 
varies according to the parameter values and transition 
bandwidth of the prototype filter. In this paper, a param-
eter � (ratio of transition bandwidth of VCF filter to transi-
tion bandwidth of prototype filter) is used to illustrate this 
relation. Higher the value of � , wider is the bandwidth of 
the variable filter response. Thus its maximum value ( �max ) 
is an essential criteria in any VCF filter design technique to 
determine the transition bandwidth of the prototype fil-
ter to get the transition bandwidth within its final desired 
specifications. We begin with VCF filters with discrete con-
trol over the cutoff frequency in the next section.

4.1  VCF filters with discrete control over cutoff 
frequency

4.1.1  Coefficient decimation based VCF filters

Coefficient decimation method (CDM) involves the selec-
tive usage of filter coefficients by performing operations 
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such as replacing them by zeros and retaining/discard-
ing them appropriately to obtain VCF filter responses 
[13, 60]. CDM consists of two coefficient decimation 
operations—CDM-I and CDM-II [13]. In the CDM-I opera-
tion, coefficients of a lowpass prototype (original) filter 
are decimated by a factor D, i.e., every Dth coefficient is 
retained, and the others are replaced by zeros, to obtain 
a multi-band frequency response. The resultant fre-
quency response has its subbands located at center fre-
quencies given by even multiples of 1/D, i.e., 2k/D where 
k is an integer ranging from 0 to (D − 1) . The frequency 
response, HD(z) , obtained using the CDM-I operation by 
factor D on the prototype filter with frequency response, 
H(z), in Eq. 1 with even order N, is given by

Corresponding complementary frequency response is 
given by,

The frequency responses thus obtained can be subjected 
to complementary filter operation and appropriate arith-
metic operations to obtain the desired subbands, followed 
by the use of masking filters if needed. The frequency 
responses of the prototype filter ( fcproto = 0.12 ), and the 
coefficient decimated filters after CDM-I by D = 2 and 4 are 

(2)HD(z) = D

� ⌊ N

D
⌋�

n=1

hnDz
−nD + h0

�

(3)HDcomp
(z) = z−

N

2 − HD(z)

shown in Fig. 7. The multiband response in Fig. 7b can be 
used to obtain highpass response or lowpass response 
with cut-off frequency of ( 1 − fcproto ) using an additional 
lowpass masking filter. Similarly, multiband response in 
Fig. 7c can be used to obtain bandpass response located 
at normalized center frequency of 0.5 in addition to low-
pass/highpass responses with cut-off frequencies of 
( 1 − fcproto , 0.5 − fcproto and 0.5 + fcproto ). Mathematically, we 
have

In this way, CDM-I can be extended to design uniform as 
well as non-uniform filter banks and offers low complexity 
alternative to DFT filter banks [13].

In the CDM-II operation, every Dth coefficient is 
retained, and all others are discarded to obtain a lowpass 
frequency response with its cutoff frequency and transi-
tion bandwidth D times that of the prototype filter. The 
frequency responses of the prototype filter and the coef-
ficient decimated filters after CDM-II by D = 2 and 4 are 
shown in Fig. 8. It can be noted that the passband ripple 
(though not visible in these figures) and stopband atten-
uation has deteriorated for CDM-I and CDM-II, and the 
transition bandwidth of the coefficient decimated filter 
has increased by a factor of D for CDM-II. The frequency 
response, HD(z) , obtained using the CDM-II operation by 

(4)HD(e
i�) =

1

D

D−1∑
k=0

H

(
e

(
i(�−

2k�

D
)
))

Fig. 7  Magnitude responses of 
a prototype filter, b filter after 
CDM-I by D = 2 on prototype 
filter, c filter after CDM-I by 
D = 4 on prototype filter
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factor D on the prototype filter with frequency response, 
H(z), in Eq. 1 with even order N, is given by

A modified coefficient decimation method (MCDM) 
was proposed in [61]. Similar to CDM, MCDM consists 
of two coefficient decimation operations—MCDM-I and 
MCDM-II [61]. In the MCDM-I, if the prototype filter is 
decimated by a factor D, every Dth coefficient is retained 
and the sign of every alternate retained coefficient is 
reversed. All other coefficients are replaced by zeros. 
This results in a multi-band frequency response with 
center frequency locations of the subbands given by 
odd multiples of 1/D, i.e., (2k + 1)∕D where k is an inte-
ger ranging from 0 to (D − 1) . The frequency response, 
HD(z) , obtained using the MCDM-I operation by a factor 
D on the prototype filter with frequency response, H(z), 
in Eq. 1 with even order N, is given by

(5)HD(z) = D

� ⌊ N

D
⌋�

n=1

hnDz
−n + h0

�
In the MCDM-II operation, every Dth coefficient is retained, 
and all others are discarded. The sign of every alternate 
retained coefficient is reversed to obtain a highpass fre-
quency response with its bandwidth D times that of the 
prototype filter. It has been shown that MCDM offers 
responses similar to CDM but with lower values of D result-
ing in better performance in terms of passband and stop-
band ripples.

The combination of CDM and MCDM is termed as 
improved coefficient decimation method (ICDM), which 
consists of four distinct coefficient decimation opera-
tions—CDM-I, CDM-II, MCDM-I, and MCDM-II. These 
operations are classified as ICDM-I (includes CDM-I and 
MCDM-I) and ICDM-II (includes CDM-II and MCDM-II) [18]. 
It can be noted that the center frequency resolution of 1/D 
can be achieved for the subbands in the output frequency 
responses obtained after performing ICDM-I operations. 

(6)HD(z) = D

� ⌊ N

D
⌋�

n=1

(−1)n−1hnDz
−nD + h0

�

Fig. 8  Magnitude responses 
of prototype filter and filters 
after CDM-II by D = 2 and 4 on 
prototype filter
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Fig. 9  Hardware implementation architecture for coefficient decimation based VCF filter
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On the other hand, by performing ICDM-II operations, 
subband bandwidths that are integer multiples of that of 
the prototype filter can be achieved by using appropriate 
values of D.

Figure 9 shows a consolidated hardware implementa-
tion architecture which can be used to implement coef-
ficient decimation based VCF filters. Multiplexers form 
the essential components of this architecture and are 
used to retain/discard appropriate coefficients. Multiplex-
ers labeled ‘mux I’ are used while performing CDM-I and 
MCDM-I operations while those labeled ‘mux II’ is used 
while performing CDM-II and MCDM-II operations. The 
‘add/sub’ blocks are used to perform sign reversal of filter 
coefficients in MCDM operations. The decimation selec-
tor logic triggers the select lines of the multiplexers and 
the add/sub-blocks. The variable multiplier Dout is used to 
scale the resulting output to obtain the initial magnitude 
response. Details of specific hardware implementation 
architectures for the different coefficient decimation tech-
niques are available in [13, 18, 60, 61].

A major drawback of coefficient decimation is that 
passband ripple and stopband attenuation in the result-
ant frequency responses deteriorates (by a factor of D) as 
the value of D is increased. For CDM-II and ICDM-II, � ≥ 1 , 
and �max = Dmax , where Dmax is the maximum value of the 
coefficient decimation factor considered in the design pro-
cedure. To address these problems, the overdesign of the 
prototype filter is used, which results in the requirement of 
higher order prototype filters that increase the implemen-
tation complexity of the VCF filters. Linear programming 
based filter design technique proposed in [62] can also 
be used to address this problem. In [62], prototype filter 
design is considered as an optimization problem with the 
required set of coefficient decimation factors and desired 
stopband attenuations considered beforehand as con-
straints. However, this approach results in different filter 
coefficients for each set of decimation factors. Hence, it is 
not a feasible approach, and advanced optimization tech-
niques need to be explored.

4.1.2  Interpolation—frequency response masking based 
VCF filters

The interpolation or FRM approach was first proposed to 
obtain a low complexity narrow transition bandwidth filter 
from a relatively more wider transition bandwidth filter 
[78, 79] and was later adapted for the design of VCF filters 
[63, 64]. In interpolation or FRM, M − 1 zeros are inserted 
between the successive coefficients the prototype filter, 
and then this new impulse response is interpolated by 
using a suitable cascaded filter. Insertion of zero-valued 
coefficients results in a multiband response, replicating 
the prototype filter’s response at the multiples of 2/M. The 

bandwidths and transition bandwidths of these bands are 
1/M times those of the prototype filter. The interpolated 
filter, HI(z) , obtained from the prototype filter with fre-
quency response, H(z), in Eq. 1 with even order N, is given 
by

The complementary response of this interpolated filter 
response is also obtained simultaneously. Cascaded fil-
ters are used to extract the desired band(s) and masking 
other bands and hence are termed as ‘masking filters.’ 
Appropriate bands from both the multiband responses are 
extracted and added together to obtain a narrow transi-
tion bandwidth filter (with � = 1∕M ). The FRM operation 
using interpolated filter, HI(z) , its complementary and cor-
responding masking filters, Hma(z) and Hmc(z) is expressed 
mathematically as,

The prototype filter response, the interpolated multiband 
response and its complementary response for M = 4 , 
and the variable cutoff frequency responses obtained by 
addition of the different number of bands from these two 
responses are shown in Fig. 10. VCF filters are acquired by 
a) varying the number of bands to be extracted and added 
for one particular value of M and/or b) by changing the 
value of M.

Prototype filter of the interpolation based VCF filter is 
shown in Fig. 11. Insertion of M − 1 zeros between two 
coefficients of the prototype filter is accomplished by 
replacing a unit delay in the add-delay chain of the filter 
structure by M delays (shown in Fig. 11 as z−M ). Reconfigu-
ration in terms of the interpolation factor is achieved using 
a multiplexer, where a standard select line is used to select 
an appropriate number of delays at every multiplexer. The 
select line is not shown in Fig. 11 for maintaining clarity. 
The complementary response of the interpolated proto-
type filter is obtained by subtracting its output from the 
suitably delayed input signal. The prototype filter response 
and complementary response are processed by fixed-coef-
ficient masking filter(s) for extracting and adding desired 
bands.

Therefore, using only the fixed-coefficient filters, vari-
ous lowpass, highpass, bandpass, and bandstop responses 
can be obtained from the FRM based filter, without any 
hardware re-implementation. Note that � ≤ 1 and 
�max = 1∕Mmin , where Mmin is the minimum value of inter-
polation factors considered in the design procedure.

A qualitative comparison of the techniques men-
tioned above is provided in Table 2. We note that all 

(7)HI(z) =

N

2
−1∑

n=0

hn[z
−Mn + z−M(N−n)] + hN

2

z−
MN

2

(8)HM(z) = HI(z)Hma(z) + [z
−MN

2 − HI(z)]Hmc(z)
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these techniques result in linear-phase VCF responses 
when the prototype filter has linear phase. Except for 
coefficient decimation type II techniques, using the 
same lowpass prototype filter one can obtain bandpass 
responses directly by varying D or M. Another add-delay 
chain can be implemented for coefficient decimation 
type II filters, to obtain second lowpass response (with 
a different value of D), and a bandpass response can be 
obtained from two simultaneously obtained lowpass 
responses. Due to simple architecture, all these tech-
niques are suitable for designing a filter bank. The center 
frequency resolution for bandpass responses (and that 
of the subbands in the filter bank) depends on the cor-
responding coefficient decimation or interpolation fac-
tor. When multiple values of D and M are considered, it 

depends on the maximum value of D or M as mentioned 
in the table.

In Table 3 we provide a quantitative comparison for 
the VCF f i lters designed with fcproto = 0.085 and 
tbwproto

= 0.03 ,  D = 1, 2, 3, 4  and M = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 . 
Appropriate masking filters are designed to extract vari-
able lowpass, bandpass, and highpass responses. Table 
II provides the comparison of these filters in terms of the 
total number of multipliers required to realize a particu-
lar VCF filter considering symmetric coefficients for pro-
totype and masking filters. The number of multiplica-
tions refers to the maximum number of multiplications 
required to obtain one filter response, and it is less than 
or equal to the total number of multipliers. The third 

Fig. 10  Magnitude responses 
of a prototype filter, b inter-
polated prototype filter and 
its complementary response 
for M = 4 , c various cutoff fre-
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Fig. 11  Prototype filter of inter-
polation based VCF filter
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column of Table II provides the total number of distinct 
responses provided by that particular variable filter.

The coefficient decimation based filter and frequency 
response masking filter are designed for the same specifi-
cations as in the case of narrowest band obtained in IDIM 
based filter. Coefficient decimation factors of up to D = 9 
can be used for CDM-II based filter, however, due to narrow 
transition bandwidth specifications its complexity (total 
number of multipliers required) will be even higher. As 
the center frequency resolution of ICDM (1/D) is half that 
of CDM (2/D), an ICDM based filter can provide approxi-
mately twice the number of filter responses at similar filter 
complexity. It is to be noted that when transition band-
width specifications are relaxed, the coefficient decimation 
techniques can provide similar frequency response flexibil-
ity at lower complexities similar to the other techniques.

The classic two-stage FRM approach mentioned 
above is extended in [17, 65] to a multi-stage design, 
in which a low complexity variable filter based on the 
fast filter bank is proposed. In the fast filter bank, from 
the second stage onwards, interpolated and frequency 

shifted masking filters are used to extract bands from the 
interpolated response of the prototype filter in the first 
stage and its complementary response. In [17, 65], an 
appropriate number of subbands in the fast filter bank 
is selected, and the last subband from this selection is 
shaped using a shaping filter to obtain very narrow tran-
sition bandwidth with fine (but discrete) control over the 
cutoff frequency. However, this fast filter bank based fil-
ter has a very large group delay as it uses the fast filter 
bank as well as a multistage shaping filter. A detailed 
discussion on the design and implementation of a fast 
filter bank can be found in [80, 81].

In [82], multi-stage masking filter design approach is 
used to reduce the complexity further, but group delay/
latency also increases. In [83], weighted least-squares 
(WLS) approach is used to reduce the complexity of the 
prototype and masking filter for a given constraint.

Referring to Table 2, even though the cutoff frequency 
values are spread out in the entire Nyquist band (0 to 1), 
all these VCF filters can provide only a discrete control 
over the cutoff frequency, as the coefficient decima-
tion and interpolation factors can assume only positive 
integer values. Therefore, these VCF filters are not field-
upgradable in the sense that, the only possible number 
of distinct cutoff frequencies obtained is dependent on 
the values of D and M considered at the time of filter 
design and implementation. When the desired cutoff 
frequencies are not an integer or fractional multiples of 
each other, or a very high resolution is desired in a par-
ticular frequency range, these VCF filters are not suitable. 
Following example illustrates this point.

Table 2  Qualitative comparison of VCF filters with discrete control over cutoff frequency

Cutoff frequency range tbw of VCF Flexibility Complexity Group delay Narrow tbw 
suitability

Center frequency 
resolution for bandpass 
responses

Coefficient decima-
tion − type I (CDM-I, 
MCDM-I, ICDM-I)

Nyquist band Fixed Medium Medium > N∕2 Yes

Coefficient decima-
tion − type II (CDM-II, 
MCDM-II, ICDM-II)

Nyquist band Variable Low High > N∕2 No

Interpolation − Fre-
quency response 
masking

Nyquist band Variable Low Very low >> N∕2 Yes 2∕Mmax

Coefficient decima-
tion + interpolation

Nyquist band Variable High Low > N∕2 Yes 2∕Mmax

Improved coefficient 
decimation + interpo-
lation

Nyquist band Variable Very high High > N∕2 Yes 1∕Mmax

Interpolation + Farrow 
structure [10]

Nyquist band Variable Very high Very High >> N∕2 Yes 1∕Mmax

Table 3  Quantitative comparison of VCF filters with discrete control 
over cutoff frequency

Number of 
multipliers

Number of 
multiplica-
tions

Number of 
responses 
obtained

CDM based filter [13] 901 901 46
FRM based filter [79] 123 123 < 46
DIM based filter [66] 122 122 96
IDIM based filter [67] 261 122 176
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Example Consider the desired cutoff frequencies to be 
0.27, 0.30 and 0.33 with desired tbw ≤ 0.1 . In such a case, 
for CDM-II based VCF, prototype filter with fc = 0.03 and 
tbw ≤ 0.009 is required with D = 9, 10 and 11. However, if 
the desired cutoff frequencies are changed slightly, e.g., 
as 0.27, 0.29 and 0.33, prototype filter should be designed 
with fc = 0.01 and D = 27, 29 and 33. Clearly, CDM is not a 
suitable technique for such designs. Same holds for FRM 
and the combinations of CDM and FRM.

In the case of cognitive radio networks, different users 
may use multiple wireless communication standards. 
These standards may have distinct bandwidths with-
out any relation between them (e.g., integer of frac-
tional multiplicity) [4]. In the current LTE standard, the 
transmission bandwidth is limited to 1.4 MHz, 3 MHz, 5 
MHz, 10 MHz, 15 MHz, and 30 MHz. In next-generation 
systems, we may have finer control over the bandwidth 
and allowable bandwidth can be any value which is an 
integer multiple of the bandwidth of the resource block 
(which 180 KHz in existing standard). In such cases, it is 
desirable to have much more flexible control over cut-
off frequency (a continuous control, cutoff frequency 
resolution of 0.001 or higher) than offered by the tech-
niques we have discussed till now. (It can be noted that 
the fast filter bank based filter [17, 65] can be used in the 
above Example. However, its complexity and group delay 
increases significantly when higher resolution and wider 
cutoff frequency range is desired.) Next, we will consider 
the VCF filters with continuous control over the cutoff 
frequency. To illustrate the excellent resolution that is 
provided by such filters, Fig. 12 shows a total of 51 VCF 
filter responses obtained from a second-order frequency 
transformation based filter. The cutoff frequency reso-
lution is approximately 0.0053. Similar filter responses 
are obtained using other design techniques that are dis-
cussed in the next section.

4.2  VCF filters with continuous control over cutoff 
frequency

4.2.1  All‑pass transformation based VCF filters

The all-pass transformation (APT) based VCF filter design 
technique was first proposed in [68]. In the APT based VCF 
filter, every unit delay element in the prototype filter is 
replaced by an all-pass filter structure of an appropriate 
order [84]. The all-pass filter coefficients are then varied 
on-the-fly to achieve the desired frequency responses 
with variable cutoff frequencies. APT-based VCF filters 
are also known as warped filters as the output frequency 
responses are warped versions of the prototype filter 
response. APT-based VCF filters offer continuous control 
on the cutoff frequency over the entire Nyquist frequency 
range. They involve lesser design overheads and achieve 
lower implementation complexities when compared with 
the frequency transformation based VCF filters and SPA 
based VCF filters. Hardware implementation architecture 
of the APT based VCF filter is shown in Fig. 13a, where the 
all-pass filter structure is represented by P(z). Two types of 
APT-based VCF filters are typically used in various applica-
tions—first-order APT based and second-order APT based. 
In a first-order APT based VCF filter, every delay element 
in prototype filter structure is replaced by a first-order all-
pass filter structure (shown in Fig. 13b), to obtain variable 
lowpass and highpass frequency responses as a function 
of a single tuning parameter 𝛼, ∣ 𝛼 ∣< 1 (known as warping 
coefficient). For a low-pass prototype filter, if −1 < 𝛼 < 0 , 
the resultant cut-off frequencies are higher than the cut-
off frequency of the prototype filter. Similarly, if 0 < 𝛼 < 1 , 
the resultant cut-off frequencies are lower than the cut-off 
frequency of the prototype filter. If fc and fcd are the pro-
totype filter and desired cut-off frequencies, respectively, 
then the corresponding value of � , is given by

Similarly, second-order APT based VCF filter employs a sec-
ond-order all-pass filter structure (shown in Fig. 13c), and 
therefore uses two tunable parameters ( �2 and �3 ) which 
can be separately controlled. In turn, variable lowpass, 
highpass as well as bandpass and bandstop frequency 
responses with independent and continuous control over 
both their cutoff frequencies can be obtained. If fc is the 
cut-off frequency of the prototype filter, fcu and fcl are the 
desired upper and lower cut-off frequencies, then the fol-
lowing formulas show the computation of the required 
values of �2 and �3.

(9)� =
sin

[ (fc−fcd )�
2

]

sin
[ (fc+fcd )�

2

]

Fig. 12  Second-order frequency transformation based VCF filter 
with cutoff frequency resolution of 0.0053)
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(10)k1 =
cos

[ (fcu+fcl )�
2

]

cos
[ (fcu−fcl )�

2

]

(11)k2 = cot

[
(fcu − fcl)�

2

]
tan

(
fc�

2

)

(12)�2 =
2k1k2

k2 + 1

(13)�3 =
k2 − 1

k2 + 1

Such flexibility comes at the cost of significantly higher 
complexity than the first-order APT based VCF filter, as the 
usage of second-order all-pass filter structure leads to the 
requirement of a greater number of variable multipliers. 
The mathematical relation between the warping coeffi-
cients and the cutoff frequencies for both first—as well 
as second-order APT based VCF filters are available in [68, 
84]. For any prototype filter, �max is observed when cutoff 
frequency of the APT based VCF filter is 0.5, and in general, 
�max ≥ 1 . In [77], modified pipelined hardware implemen-
tation architectures for first—and second-order APT based 
VCF filters are presented to realize them with high oper-
ating frequencies that are independent of the prototype 
filter order.

Fig. 13  Hardware implemen-
tation architecture of a APT 
based VCF filter, b first-order 
all-pass structure, c second-
order all-pass structure
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The APT based VCF filter is a non-linear-phase filter even 
if the prototype filter is a linear-phase filter. Also, obtaining 
complementary responses is not straightforward in APT 
based VCF filters. This makes the integration with inter-
polation/FRM as well as the design of reconfigurable filter 
banks computationally complex compared to other VCFs.

To enable the realization of variable lowpass, highpass, 
bandpass and bandstop frequency responses at a lower 
complexity than the second-order APT based VCF filter, 
designs combining all-pass transformation with coeffi-
cient decimation techniques were recently proposed in 
[77]. VCF filter based on the combination of CDM [60] and 
a lower complexity first-order APT based technique was 
introduced in [77] by combining ICDM [18] and the first-
order APT. Hardware implementation architectures and 
the corresponding mathematical formulations for these 
modified techniques are available in [77].

4.2.2  Fractional delay structure based VCF filters

In the case of interpolation based filters, every unit delay 
of the prototype filter is replaced by M unit delays and 
such an interpolation results in decreasing the cutoff fre-
quency by a factor of 1/M. As the value of M can only be 
an integer greater than one (discrete values), the cutoff 
frequencies obtained by interpolation and masking tech-
nique are discrete, i.e., an only limited set of values can be 
obtained.

As the cutoff frequency is inversely proportional to the 
interpolation factor, it can be varied continuously by mak-
ing interpolation factor to vary continuously. This means 
that the unit delay of the filter structure needs to be 
replaced by a fractional delay. (A detailed literature review 
regarding the ‘fractional delay structures’ (FDSs), which can 
provide desired fractional delay, can be found in [1]. More 
recent advances in the design of FDSs are [85–88].) To con-
trol the cutoff frequency of the overall VCF filter on-the-fly, 
the fractional delay generated by the FDS should be vari-
able on-the-fly. Moreover, such a variable FDS should be 
of lower order and have low complexity, to maintain low 
complexity for overall VCF filter.

An FDS in [89], designed using second-order modified 
Farrow structure, satisfies all the above mentioned require-
ments. Being a second-order FDS, it provides a fractional 
delay equal to 1 + d , where d is the tuneable parameter in 
the range 0 ≤ d < 1 . Using this FDS from [89], an FDS 
based VCF filter is proposed in [69]. Cutoff frequency and 
transition bandwidth of the FDS based VCF filter become 
1∕(1 + d) times those of the prototype filter. Cutoff fre-
quency of the FDS based VCF filter ( fc ) can be varied in the 
range fcproto∕2 < fc ≤ fcproto , where fcproto is the cutoff fre-
quency of the prototype filter.

The second-order modified Farrow structure can pro-
vide unity magnitude response and constant phase 
response only for low frequencies (approximately up to 
0.2) [1, 89]. Therefore, the frequency response of the FDS 
based VCF filter deteriorates for higher cutoff frequencies, 
and the maximum cutoff frequency obtained from the FDS 
based VCF filter can be approximately 0.2. Assuming the 
cutoff frequency of the prototype filter to be 0.2, the cutoff 
frequency of the FDS based VCF filter can be varied only in 
the limited range as 0.1 < fc ≤ 0.2.

In [69], CDM-II is used to increase the cutoff frequency 
range of the FDS based VCF filter. For fcproto = 0.1 , the cutoff 
frequency of the FDS based VCF filter varies as 
0.05 < fc ≤ 0.1 . By using CDM-II on this filter, the cutoff fre-
quencies for the range 0.1 < fc ≤ 0.2 can be obtained. 
However, the prototype filter needs to be overdesigned, 
i.e., its order should be increased, in order to compensate 
for the �p , �s and tbw degradation ( � = Dmax∕(1 + d) ) which 
is inherent to the CDM-II technique.

An intuitive way to increase the cutoff frequency range 
of the FDS based VCF filter is to increase the range of the 
fractional delay. Broader fractional delay range can be 
obtained by using the higher-order FDS. However, the use 
of higher-order FDS means the more number of multiplica-
tions per FDS, which will be used to replace the unit delays 
in the prototype filter. Therefore, the use of higher-order 
FDS will increase the number of multiplications required 
in the overall FDS based VCF filter.

In [70], a continuously variable fractional delay (CVFD) 
element is proposed which is derived from the modified 
Farrow structure based fractional delay element from [89]. 
When compared with existing FDSs [1, 85–89], the CVFD 
element provides wide fractional delay range at the mini-
mum multiplication complexity possible, and is capable of 
changing the fractional delay range on-the-fly (i.e. from 
1 ≤ 1 + d < 2 to 2 ≤ 2 + d < 3 etc.). Use of this CVFD ele-
ment to design an FDS based VCF filter increases the cutoff 
frequency range below its lower limit of fcproto∕2.

To further increase the cutoff frequency range and res-
olution, interpolation technique is incorporated in these 
filter designs in [70]. In [70], the interpolated and comple-
mentary responses are used together to obtain VCF low-
pass responses in the Nyquist band. For instance, the FDS 
based VCF filter in [70] has a cutoff frequency range from 
0.013 to 0.987. It provides coarse as well as fine control 
over the cutoff frequency. However, the control over the 
cutoff frequency is still in disjoint ranges.

Generic architecture of an FDS based VCF filters [69, 70] 
is shown in Fig. 14. Parameters d, M and p control the vari-
able fractional delay, and therefore the cutoff frequency 
of the overall VCF filter. Wherever required, suitable mask-
ing filter needs to be cascaded in order to extract the 
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desired lowpass/bandpass/highpass responses. Note that 
� = 1∕(p + (1 + d) ×M) . Generic architecture of the FDSs 
used in [70] is shown in Fig. 15. For p = 0 and M = 1 , it is 
equivalent to the modified second-order Farrow structure 
used in [69].

4.2.3  Frequency transformation based VCF filters

The frequency transformations are one of the first tech-
niques explored for design of VCF filter [71, 72]. A variable 
impulse response filter is obtained by applying frequency 
transformation on the Taylor expansion of the impulse 

response of the prototype filter. Figure  16 shows the 
hardware implementation architecture for a Pth-order 
frequency transformation based VCF filter for a prototype 
filter of order N. The coefficients an of this Taylor structure 
are related to the symmetric coefficients hn of the proto-
type filter via the Chebyshev polynomials. The coefficients 
an have fixed values for a particular prototype filter, and 
the cutoff frequency of the frequency transformed filter is 
controlled by varying the coefficients Ai.

For the first-order frequency transformation [71], i.e., for 
P = 1 , cutoff frequency of the frequency transformed filter 
can be either greater than or less than cutoff frequency 

Fig. 14  FDS based VCF filter 
architecture
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of the prototype filter (with � ≥ 1 or � ≤ 1 , respectively 
for the two cases). The cutoff frequency range is minimal 
and a lowpass prototype filter gives VCF lowpass filter. 
Prototype filter needs to be a bandpass filter to obtain 
VCF bandpass responses, which means we cannot obtain 
bandpass/bandstop/highpass responses from a lowpass 
prototype filter.

These drawbacks of the first-order transformation are 
overcome by second-order frequency transformation [72]. 
Second-order frequency transformation provides wider 
cutoff frequency range compared to that of the first-order 
frequency transformation and also provides smaller values 
for �  . The cost incurred for this better performance 
increases in the number of variable multipliers required 
and group delay. The maximum cutoff frequency range of 
the second-order frequency transformation based filter is 
obtained when fcproto = 0.5 , and is approximately 27% of 
the Nyquist band and � ≤ 1 . The ratio � increases as fcproto 
deviates from 0.5. When 𝜓 > 1 , the prototype filter needs 
to be designed with narrower transition bandwidth, i.e., 
the prototype filter should be of the higher order, so that 
the frequency transformed filter satisfies the desired final 
transition bandwidth specification. For fcproto ≠ 0.5 , if an 
additional constraint of � ≤ 1 is imposed, then the cutoff 
frequency range of the frequency transformed filter 
decreases significantly.

The wider cutoff frequency range is obtained in [73] by 
combining the second-order frequency transformations 
with the CDM-I technique. This filter needs a parallel add-
delay chain for implementing the CDM-I operation. For 
frequency transformation and CDM-I based filter, 𝜓 > 1 
over a significant portion of its cutoff frequency range, and 
�max = 2.1 . Hence, the prototype filter needs to be over-
designed (i.e., should have much higher order), resulting 
in a significant increase in several multipliers.

The modified second-order frequency transformation 
based filter (MSFT filter) [16] has two significant changes 
compared to the frequency transformation based filters. In 
MSFT filter, lowpass-to-highpass transformation is applied 
to the prototype filter before applying the second-order 
frequency transformation. Therefore, another lowpass 
response is obtained using a complementary response of 
this frequency transformed highpass response. Also, the 
one-to-one mapping condition between the frequency 
variables is relaxed to get a two-band response. Two addi-
tional lowpass responses are obtained from this two-band 
response. Therefore, MSFT filter has much wider cutoff fre-
quency range (from 0.0875 to 0.9125) compared to that of 
the second-order frequency transformation based filters, 
with the advantage that � ≤ 1 [16].

The magnitudes of the coefficients of the Taylor struc-
ture increase exponentially with the increase in the filter 

order. Therefore, when the desired transition bandwidth is 
narrow, the fixed-point implementation of the frequency 
transformation based filters may not be feasible due to 
increase in the order of the filter. The interpolated second-
order frequency transformation based filter (ISFT filter) [74] 
overcomes this limitation of the frequency transformation 
based filters. It provides even wider cutoff frequency range 
(approximately entire Nyquist band) along with narrower 
transition bandwidth. The prototype lowpass filter in the 
ISFT filter is designed using the second-order frequency 
transformations to provide continuously varying cutoff 
frequency on very small frequency range, with (relatively) 
wider transition bandwidth. Variable, overlapping ranges 
of cutoff frequency in the desired range, with narrower 
transition bandwidth, are obtained by making use of inter-
polation and masking technique.

Detailed architectures of these VCF filters along with 
mathematical analysis, are available in [16, 73, 74]. All 
these filters can provide variable lowpass, highpass, band-
pass, and bandstop responses without any hardware re-
implementation. They have also been extended to design 
reconfigurable non-uniform linear phase filter bank.

4.2.4  Spectral parameter approximation based VCF filters

In the SPA technique [44–57], the frequency response 
of the variable (fractional delay or the cutoff frequency) 
filter is modelled as a polynomial function of the spec-
tral parameter (fractional delay or the cutoff frequency), 
and the coefficients of this polynomial are the frequency 
responses of the fixed-coefficient sub-filters and given by 
the Eq. 14 .

with

where, � = [�1,�2,�3,…�k] is the spectral vector and 
�k ;k = 1, 2,… k are the spectral parameters of interest 
such as the cutoff frequency, the transition bandwidth, 
the bandpass mid-frequency, etc.. In other words, the 
frequency response of the variable filter is expressed as a 
weighted sum of the frequency responses of the sub-filters 
and the weights are controlled by the spectral parameter 
(which, in the present context, is the cutoff frequency of 
the filter). Initially, the SPA technique was developed to 
design the variable fractional delays and was later adapted 
for the design of VCF filter.

The SPA based VCF FIR filter, implemented using the 
Farrow structure [31] as shown in Fig. 17, consists of L + 1 

(14)H(z,�) = a0(�)
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sub-filters, each of order N. Each sub-filter is a fixed-coef-
ficient FIR filter same as in Fig. 2. The objective here is to 
find the optimal sub-filter coefficients such that the fre-
quency response of the SPA based VCF filter approximates 
the desired VCF filter response as a function of � . Various 
design methods utilizing the least-squares [44–49, 57] 
and/or minimax techniques [50–54],vector array decom-
position [55], semi-infinite quadratic optimization [56] 
have been proposed in literature to solve the approxima-
tion problem by incorporating the desired peak to peak 
passband ripple and stopband attenuation constraints in 
the problem formulation. The optimal solutions can be 
obtained from the closed-form formulae [45–49, 53], or 
by solving the system of linear equations obtained by the 
discretization method [44, 50–52, 54–57]. In general, all the 
sub-filters in the Farrow structure have the same order, but 
unequal order case has also been treated in [50]. Tradition-
ally, the approximation problem for the SPA based filter 
is formulated in the frequency domain [44–56]. In [57], a 
time-domain based approach is proposed, which is shown 
to result in lower complexity SPA based filter when wide 
cutoff frequency range or narrow transition bandwidth 
is desired. For a SPA based filter, it is possible to obtain 
another lowpass response (and hence bandpass response 
by extension) using same sub-filters, just by adding extra 
‘multiply-add’ chain corresponding to ‘ � ’ multipliers to the 
filter shown in Fig. 17. For SPA based filters, � = 1 , i.e., tran-
sition bandwidth of all responses is the same and equal to 
that of the prototype filter.

All these SPA based filters have major limitations that 
their cutoff frequency range is very limited, and values 
of N, L, and the magnitudes of the sub-filter coefficients 
increase (resulting in large dynamic range) very rapidly 
as the desired cutoff frequency range increases and the 
desired transition bandwidth becomes narrow.

In [75], the FRM technique is modified by replacing the 
prototype and masking filters in the FRM technique by SPA 
based filters. The approximation problem is solved for each 
of these filters considering the frequency specifications 
given by the FRM design procedure. This combination of 
SPA and FRM technique results in extremely narrow transi-
tion bandwidth VCF filters. However, the complexity and 

group delay of this SPA-FRM technique is very high due 
to the requirement of multiple SPA based filters, each of 
which is implemented using the Farrow structure. Further-
more, the passband ripples are very large, and stopband 
attenuation is very poor in the SPA-FRM VCF filter and the 
other limitations of the SPA based filters, e.g., limited cutoff 
frequency range, the large dynamic range of the sub-filter 
coefficients, etc., also apply to this technique.

A solution to the limited range of the SPA based VCF 
filters was presented in [15], in which the SPA technique is 
combined with the MCDM-I technique to obtain continu-
ous control over the cutoff frequency in the entire Nyquist 
band, with � = 1 . The prototype SPA based filter in this 
SPA-MCDM VCF filter is designed for the limited cutoff 
frequency range of 0.25 to 0.5, and the filter responses 
in the remaining frequency range are obtained using the 
MCDM-I technique. The SPA-MCDM VCF filter in [15] has 
lower complexity compared to the other SPA based filters 
on account of the requirement of the limited cutoff fre-
quency range.

The SPA-MCDM VCF design is based on observation that 
using the MCDM-I and lowpass prototype filter with cut-
off frequency, �c , three additional lowpass responses with 
cut-off frequencies (� − �c) , (0.5� − �c) and (0.5� + �c) 
can be obtained. When the prototype filter is replaced with 
the lowpass prototype SPA-VCF, H�(e

j�cp� ) , with the TBW of 
TBWd  a n d  c u t - o f f - f re q u e n c y  o f  �cp�  w h e re 
0.25� ≤ �cp� ≤ 0.5� , the lowpass responses with �c over 
t h e  e n t i r e  N y q u i s t  b a n d  i . e . , {(

TBWd

2

)
� ≤ �c ≤

[
1 −

(
TBWd

2

)]}
 are obtained. In this way, 

a new lowpass tunable prototype filter with unabridged 
control over cut-off frequency on entire Nyquist band with 
fixed TBW, passband and stopband ripples is designed. 
Please refer to [15] for more details.

A pipelined architecture of SPA-MCDM VCF on Zynq Sys-
tem on Chip (ZSoC) implementation is presented in [11]. 
The authors considered three configurations such as fully 
parallel, fully serial, and serial-parallel, along with in-depth 
analysis of the effects of serialization on the throughput 
and power consumption of the architecture. Such review 
is useful to select the appropriate serialization level for a 
given constraint.

When narrow transition bandwidth is desired along 
with small passband ripple and high stopband attenua-
tion, the complexity of the SPA-MCDM VCF filter is very 
high. To overcome this drawback, an interpolated SPA 
(ISPA) based filter was proposed in [10, 14]. It also extends 
the cutoff frequency range of the SPA based filters to 
entire Nyquist band, by integrating SPA and interpolation 
techniques. This method overcomes all the limitations 
of all the previously existing SPA based filters [15, 44–57, 
75] and provides vast cutoff frequency range and narrow 
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transition bandwidth along with small passband ripple 
and high stopband attenuation. As the complexity of the 
SPA based filter increases with the increase in the desired 
cutoff frequency range, in the ISPA based filter, the SPA 
technique based prototype filter is designed to be vari-
able only for very small cutoff frequency range, which is 
then extended over the desired (much broader) range by 
using the interpolation technique. Detailed architectures 
of these VCF filters are available in [14, 15, 75]. As expected, 
the group delay of this filter is very high. For all these fil-
ters, it is possible to obtain variable lowpass, highpass, 
bandpass, and bandstop responses without any hardware 
re-implementation. Also, the filter bank designed using 
these filters [10, 14, 15] offer complete control over the 
bandwidth and location of each sub-band, making them 
truly reconfigurable.

A qualitative summary of the techniques mentioned 
above is provided in Table 4. We note that in all the cases, 
lowpass VCF responses are obtained from the lowpass 
prototype filter. In addition, bandpass responses can be 
obtained directly for all-pass transformation based filters, 
fractional delay structure + interpolation (IFDS) based fil-
ter, 2nd order frequency transformation + interpolation 
(ISFT) based filter, SPA + MCDM-I based filter, and SPA + 
interpolation (ISPA) based filter. As mentioned previously, a 
second multiply-add chain can be added to the SPA based 
filter to obtain a second lowpass response, and a bandpass 

response can be obtained from two lowpass responses. 
For fractional delay structure based filter, a second add-
delay chain can be implemented to obtain a second low-
pass response simultaneously. A frequency transformation 
based filter needs to be first implemented in transposed 
Taylor structure (as proposed in [4]) to use such a second 
add-delay chain. By extension, all these filters can be used 
to design a filter bank.

In order to provide quantitative comparison, some of 
the linear-phase VCF filters from Table III are designed 
for (�p, �s)constraints = 0.08 dB,−45 dB . The corresponding 
results are presented in Table 5. These filters can provide 
continuous control over the cutoff frequency along with 
narrow transition bandwidth. Even though we have used 
the frequency-domain approach from [44] for designing 
the prototype filter of the SPA + MCDM-I based filter, all 
the other frequency-domain approaches result in similar 
filter complexity. As can be noted, SPA + MCDM-I based fil-
ter has very high complexity when designed for narrower 
transition bandwidth specifications. ISFT and ISPA based 
filters provide the trade-off between filter complexity and 
group delay.

In addition, novel VCF filter design approach in [19–21] 
is based on the idea of using arbitrary interpolators before 
and after filtering. In such case, fixed coefficient FIR filter is 
sufficient. However, the design and implementation com-
plexity of such arbitrary reconfigurable interpolators to 

Table 4  Qualitative comparison of VCF filters with continuous control over cutoff frequency

Cutoff frequency range tbw of VCF Linear Phase Complexity Number of 
variable multi-
pliers

Group delay Narrow tbw 
suitability

1st order all-pass transfor-
mation [68, 84]

Nyquist band Variable No High N NA Yes

1st order all-pass trans-
formation + coefficient 
decimation [77]

Nyquist band Variable No Medium ≥ N NA Yes

2nd order all-pass transfor-
mation [84]

Nyquist band Variable No Very high 2N NA Yes

Fractional delay structure 
based filter [69]

Limited Variable Yes Medium ≥ N ≥ N∕2 Yes

Fractional delay struc-
ture + interpolation [70]

Nyquist band, but disjoint 
ranges

Variable Yes Medium ≥ N >> N∕2 Yes

1st order frequency trans-
formation [71, 72]

Limited Variable Yes Very high ≥ N∕2 ≥ N∕2 No

2nd order frequency trans-
formation [16, 73]

Limited Variable Yes Very high ≥ N∕2 ≥ N∕2 No

2nd order frequency trans-
formation + interpolation 
[74]

Nyquist band Variable Yes Medium ≥ N∕2 >> N∕2 Yes

SPA [44–57] Limited Fixed Yes Very high << N ≥ N∕2 No
SPA + MCDM-I [15] Nyquist band Fixed Yes Very high << N > N∕2 No
SPA + interpolation [10, 

14, 75]
Nyquist band Variable Yes High << N >> N∕2 Yes
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obtain complete control over cutoff frequency have not 
been analyzed in detail.

5  General design procedure for VCF

In this section, we present a general procedure for the 
design of variable VCF filter. Based on the Fig. 18 present-
ing a generalized block diagram for designing a fixed-coef-
ficient VCF filter, corresponding design procedure steps 
are given below: 

1. For the application under consideration in which a VCF 
filter is to be employed, identify the desired cutoff fre-
quency control—discrete or continuous and its range, 
allowable variations of frequency response parameters 
(tbw , �p, �s)constraints , group delay, and phase and the 
complexity constraints.

2. Based on the qualitative and quantitative comparisons 
of different VCF filters provided later in Sections 4.1 
(VCF filters with discrete cutoff frequency control) and 
4.2 (VCF filters with continuous cutoff frequency con-
trol) respectively, choose the most suitable VCF filter 
design technique.

3. Identify the required values of the control parameters. 
Determine the prototype filter’s specifications fcproto and 
(tbw , �p, �s)proto based on (tbw , �p, �s)constraints and the 
chosen VCF filter design technique.

4. Obtain the coefficients for prototype filter (and mask-
ing filters if required) using a suitable FIR filter design 
technique.

5. Implement the overall VCF filter using the correspond-
ing filter implementation architecture to obtain the 
desired frequency responses by varying the control-
ling parameters. If required, spectral subtraction/
addition operations and complementary frequency 
responses can also be employed to obtain the desired 
frequency responses. Complementary filter response 
can be obtained by subtracting its output from a suit-
ably delayed version of the input.

The prototype filter (usually a lowpass filter) can be 
designed using any standard method such as [43]. The 
VCF filter realized using this prototype filter is also a vari-
able lowpass filter. Once a VCF lowpass filter is obtained, a 
VCF highpass or bandpass or bandstop filter can be easily 
obtained. For instance, for linear phase lowpass VCF filter, 
corresponding highpass VCF filter is obtained by subtract-
ing the lowpass response from an appropriate delayed ver-
sion of the input signal. A similar approach has been used 
in the FRM (See Eq. 8 in Sect. 4.1.2) for obtaining the com-
plementary filter response. The bandpass response with 
upper and lower cutoff frequencies as fcl and fcu , respec-
tively, is obtained by subtracting the lowpass response 
with cutoff frequency fcl from a lowpass response with 
cutoff frequency fcu . Both lowpass responses are obtained 
from the VCF filter. Similarly, a bandstop response can be 
obtained by complementing bandpass response or from 
subtracting highpass responses.

A desirable quality for a VCF filter is minimum overhead 
on the area and power consumption, along with its cut-
off frequency being controllable through a small number 
of parameters (to make its reconfiguration easier). Also, 
a small number of variable parameters means that fewer 
variable blocks in the filter architecture, and consequently, 
more fixed blocks. Once designed, the fixed coefficients in 
a VCF filter architecture can be implemented using hard-
ware reduction techniques such as MCM blocks [90, 91]. 
In general, one can incorporate optimization techniques 
(e.g., [92]) or adjust the ranges of the parameters (e.g., [52]) 
in Step-3 or Step-4 to obtain the prototype and mask-
ing filter coefficients with desired characteristics. Such 

Table 5  Quantitative comparison of VCF filters with continuous control over cutoff frequency

Cutoff frequency range tbw of VCF Total Number 
of multipliers

Maximum Group 
delay (in samples)

2nd order frequency transformation + interpolation based filter 
(ISFT filter) [74]

0.0523 to 0.9477 ≤ 0.035 188 600

SPA + interpolation based filter (ISPA filter) [14] 0.055 to 0.945 < 0.035 610 360
SPA + MCDM-I based filter [15] with frequency-domain approach 

[44] based prototype filter
0.025 to 0.975 0.05 2154 72

SPA + MCDM-I based filter [15] with time-domain approach [57] 
based prototype filter

0.025 to 0.975 0.05 1251 61
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Fig. 18  Generalized block diagram for VCF filter design
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optimizations to reduce the bit-widths of coefficients, area 
of the overall filter can be used on all of the fixed-coeffi-
cient VCF design techniques discussed in this section. Even 
though not covered in this paper, we recommend a joint 
optimization approach for designing area—and power-
efficient VCF filters. It is to be noted that variable multipli-
ers (multiplier with both inputs are variable) usually have 
larger area and delay and consume more power compared 
to fixed multipliers (multiplier with one variable and one 
fixed input) and such area reduction techniques cannot be 
directly applied to variable-coefficient VCF filters.

6  Conclusion

We have presented an extensive review of VCF (variable 
cutoff frequency) FIR filter design techniques. The scope 
of this article was kept very specific and limited in order 
to remain coherent and make the reader comfortable in 
understanding the basics of VCF filters. Even though a 
large number of articles have been published till date, 
only a handful are mentioned for each design technique 
to introduce only the notable contributions. The other arti-
cles with similar or minor improvements over these can be 
easily retrieved from the references therein. A qualitative 
comparison of these techniques is provided to make the 
reader aware of their advantages and limitations. We have 
considered only the single-rate implementation. Multi-rate 
implementations of these filters, though they follow trivial 
procedures in most of the cases, could provide an addi-
tional research problem to interested parties.

An important aspect of digital filters is the implementa-
tion complexity. Deliberately, we have provided only the 
number of multipliers or multiplications as a measure of 
complexity for quantitative comparisons. We note that 
the actual hardware area requirement depends on the 
implementation strategy, platform, and consideration for 
optimization algorithms during the design procedure. For 
instance, even though there is a significant difference in 
the number of multipliers required for ISFT and ISPA based 
filters, the actual hardware area could be comparable. This 
is because the architecture of the SPA based filter provides 
sufficiently more opportunities for implementing MCM 
blocks and bit-widths for coefficients of frequency trans-
formation based filters are significantly large compared to 
that of the SPA based filter. Similarly, due to the release of 
new hardware platforms having a powerful on-chip pro-
cessor, it may be possible in some cases to generate the 
new coefficients for the variable-coefficient filter on-the-
fly. Therefore, armed with the guidelines from this article, 
the reader is advised to make a detailed analysis and then 
choose the design technique on a case-by-case basis.
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